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Index of Non-Government Standards on Human Engineering Design Criteria and Program Requirements/Guidelines

BACKGROUND
Version 1 (1995) Discussions regarding specifications and standards reform were prominent topics at Department of Defense Human Factors Engineering Technical Advisory Group (DoD HFE TAG) meetings during the mid-1990s. A subject receiving considerable attention was the anticipated increased citation of non-government standards (NGS) in solicitations and contracts, and use of such standards during application work. During one of these discussions at a Technical Society/Industry (TS/I) SubTAG meeting, it was suggested that a listing or index of contemporary human engineering NGS would be of considerable value to both government and contractor human factors practitioners. Accordingly, the TS/I SubTAG prepared a preliminary index to accommodate the need and submitted it to the DoD HFE TAG during its 35 th meeting in November 1995. Since that time, this Index was printed and distributed by the MATRIS Office of the Defense Technical Information Center.
Version 2 (1997)
As follow-up, the TS/I SubTAG, during its session held in conjunction with the 37 th meeting of the DoD HFE TAG (November 1996) , concluded that the Index was serving a useful purpose and identified over one hundred additions and changes. The second version of the Index was presented to the DoD HFE TAG at its 38 th meeting in May 1997. Building upon the initial version, Version 2:
• incorporated additions, deletions, and changes reflecting recent non-government standards bodies catalogs, document listings, and program reports,
• incorporated changes to annotations of applicable document citations by human factors documents that were revised since the 1995 version,
• identified the non-government standards that have been adopted by DoD,
• expanded the listing of applicable documents cited by documents that fall within the Human Factors standardization area to include others covering the same subjects (such as sound, noise, and bioacoustics), and
• incorporated other corrections.
iii Version 3 (2002) Since the designation of documents as standards by non-government standards bodies tends to be somewhat flexible, the scope of nongovernment standards for the Index was kept quite loose and includes standards, specifications, recommended practices, codes, guides, handbooks, etc.
Building upon what existed, Version 3:
• verified all titles and made changes as needed,
• updated information regarding the standard's revision and/or release date,
• added new standards,
• added information indicating the organizational website link where each standard could be obtained,
• added a notation identifying which standards were available via NASA's Standard Online Standard Center, and
• deleted standards that were obsolete or unavailable.
Is the listing current? The listing is reasonably current as of September 2002, and is as accurate as the various indexes, data bases, websites, and reports that were used as sources.
Is the listing complete? The listing is as complete as possible. Document selection is a function of how one defines "human engineering," "human factors," "ergonomics," and "standard." Moreover, titles may not disclose the human factors nature of a document's content.
Were the documents carefully reviewed and evaluated prior to listing? No.
Does the list contain non-human factors documents? Yes. Some non-human factors documents, cited by human factors standards, appear in the list and include general documents (e.g., metric system usage) and focused documents (e.g., acoustical measurements.)
CONTENT AND FORMAT
While documents clearly identified as standards are included in the list, some standards-like documents are also included. Some are titled as guides, preferred practices, or similar; however, they are written in the manner of standards, i.e., they contain provisions with traditional action verbs (shall/should/may) and bear a standard identifier number. Others were prepared by standards organizations and, presumably, proceed through a recognized due process type procedure for consensus acceptance. This Index is limited to non-government documents, and is also limited to documents designated by numbered identifiers.
iv
Listing of Standards
The listing of standards is presented as a four-column table that contains subjects, titles, document identifiers, and organizational website links.
1. Subjects.
Major subjects are presented alphabetically in boldface. Both functional (e.g., access) and commodity (e.g., medical devices) categories have been used. Topics or sub-headings within these major subjects are also presented alphabetically. Only one level of sub-headings is used.
Titles.
With a few exceptions, titles appear only once, in alphabetical order, within the subject heading or sub-heading that seems most appropriate. While this approach may require the reader to search two topics for a listing (e.g., search "Lighting" and "Terminology" headings for a standard on lighting terminology), it results in a more compact listing.
The expression "As above" is used to avoid needless repetition of long titles. Where space could be saved, repeated, but readily understood title preambles or lead-ins, such as "American National Standard for," are not included. 
Listing of Draft Standards
The 
